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Abstract 

Introduction and aims: To investigate relationships between smoking-related behaviours and knowledge 

of the disease risks of smoking and the causes of smoking harms, using a four-way division of 

'component causes': nicotine, other substances found in unburned tobacco, combustion products of 

tobacco and additives. 

 

  

 

Design and methods: The data were collected using an on-line survey in Australia with 1047 participants 

in three groups; young non-smokers (18 to 25), young smokers (18 to 25) and older smokers (26 and 

above).   

 

  

 

Results: Most participants agreed that cancer and heart disease are major risks of smoking but only a 

quarter accurately quantified the mortality risk of lifetime daily smoking. Very few (two of 1047) correctly 

estimated the relative contributions of all four component causes. Post-hoc analyses reinterpreting 

responses as expressions of relative concern about combustion products and nicotine showed that 29% 

of participants rated combustion products above nicotine. We delineated six relative concern segments, 

most of which had distinctive patterns of beliefs and actions. However, higher levels of concern about 

combustion products were only weakly positively associated with harm reducing beliefs and actions.   

 

  

 

Discussion and conclusions: Most smokers do not appear to understand the risks of smoking and their 

causes well enough to be able to think systematically about the courses of action open to them to reduce 

their health risk. To facilitate informed decision-making, tobacco control communicators may need to 

better balance the dual aims of creating fear/negative affect about smoking and imparting knowledge 

about the health harms and their mechanisms. 
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